Assemblyman Vincent Prieto, of the 32nd Legislative District, has resigned.

SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Notice of Intention Received 3/1/2018:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Honorable Thomas Miller, of Hillsborough Township.
Honorable Kevin Smith, of Wenonah.

Bills Introduced:

S2064 Buc, A.R. Death penal., cert. murders-restores REF SJU
S2065 Buc, A.R. Solar panel installation-estab. reg. REF SEN
S2066 Buc, A.R. Water bill, late-interest after 30 days REF SEG
S2067 Buc, A.R. DNA samples-req. by cert. arrestees REF SLP
S2068 Buc, A.R. Small bus consultants-regulates and lic. REF SCM
S2069 Buc, A.R. Univ., use design-build method-contract REF SHI
S2070 Buc, A.R. Loan redemption prog-prov. bus. tax cred REF SHI
S2071 Buc, A.R. NJ STARS-incl. homeschooled students REF SHI
S2072 Buc, A.R. Grandparents child care-tax cred. REF SHI
S2073 Weinberg, L Govt. affairs agents-req. disclosures REF SSG
S2074 Turner, S Owners Rights Shared Ownership community REF SCU
S2075 Turner, S 9-1-1 svc.-hotels upgrade phone sys. REF SLP
S2076 Turner, S Executor-auth control, online accts. REF SJU
S2077 Turner, S Leased veh.-use manuf. parts REF SCM
S2078 Turner, S St. Rental Assist. Prog.;$10.5M REF SJP
S2079 Turner, S Correctional fac., priv. owned-concerns REF SLP
S2080 Turner, S Privatize St. svcs.-concerns contracts REF SSG
S2081 Turner, S Tobacco cessation benf.-Medicaid cover REF SHH
S2082 Turner, S DHS-concerns fds. received REF SHH
S2083 Turner, S Cigars, flavored-proh. sale REF SHH
S2084 Turner, S Deferred comp. plans-excl. cert. contrib REF SBA
S2085 Turner, S Sch. bus-clarify "sch zone" drug laws REF SJU
S2086 Madden, F Sickle cell trait diagnoses-registry REF SHH
S2087 Beach, J Sex offenders-bars jobs w/child contact REF SJU
S2088 Beach, J Wineries-restrict alco. beverages REF SLP
S2089 Beach, J Electronic prescriptions-proh. addl. fee REF SHH
S2090 Beach, J Truth-in-Consumer Contract-concerns REF SCM
S2091 Beach, J Pool and spa svc. contractors-concerns REF SCM
S2092 Ruiz, M+1 Distributing explicit images-concerns REF SED
S2093 Singleton, T Corp., cert.-reduce corp. bus. tax rate REF SBA
S2094 Beach, J Winery req.-concerns REF SEG
S2095 Beach, J Standard Forms Contracts Act REF SJU
S2096 Beach, J Vet2Vet Hotline-permits juror donation REF SJU
S2097 Beach, J Children, DYFS care-not be home-schooled REF SHH
S2098 Beach, J Winery salesrooms-makes changes REF SLP
S2099 Beach, J Selective Svc.-part of driv. lic process REF SMM
S2100 Rice, R/Cunningham, S Persons, indicted-removes voting proh. REF SSG
S2101 Buc, A.R. Bear spray-allows possession REF SEG
S2102 Buc, A.R. Sinkhole remediation-open space trust fd REF SEN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S2103 Bucco,A.R. Improving a new fee-obtain Leg. approval REF SEN
S2104 Bucco,A.R. Storm water permits-proh. annual fee REF SEN
S2105 Bucco,A.R. Highlands Water Prot. Planning Act-amend REF SEN
S2106 Bucco,A.R. Fed. svc academy, NJ resid-issue St flag REF SMV
S2107 Bucco,A.R. St. veh.-display abuse hotline stickers REF SSG
S2108 Bucco,A.R. Bus.-use personal prop.-tax exemption REF SBA
S2109 Bucco,A.R. Civil svc.-makes various changes REF SSG
S2110 Bucco,A.R. St. Auditor-auth cost-benefit analyses prog REF SBA
S2111 Bucco,A.R. Thrift Saving Fd contrib-excl income tax REF SBA
S2112 Cardinale,G/Smith,B+5 Shellfish, commercial-allows cultivation REF SSG
S2113 Beach,J Adult ed. prog.-create pilot prog. REF SED
S2114 Beach,J Gold Star Family Scholarship Prog.-estab REF SHI
S2115 Beach,J Armed Forces reserve-prov. tuition benef. REF SHI
S2116 Beach,J Sch. dist emp-comp-concerns mil svc cred REF SED
S2117 Beach,J/Alco. bev, price list-lic. filing req. REF SLP
S2118 Stack,B Resid. rental prop. inspection-concerns REF SCU
S2119 Gordon,R/Oroho,S Red Tape Review Commission-estab. REF SSG
S2120 Cryan,J Health care prov.-cost disclosure req. REF SHH
S2121 Cruz-Perez,N Health care plans, affordable-promote REF SHH
S2122 Cruz-Perez,N Podiatric physicians-prov. coverage REF SHH
S2123 Cruz-Perez,N Temp home during crisis-background check REF SHH
S2124 Cruz-Perez,N Domestic viol.-mand. training, estab. REF SSG
S2125 Cruz-Perez,N Mil. installations-prov. bus. tax cred. REF SEG
S2126 Cruz-Perez,N Complaints, public-concerns submittal REF SSG
S2128 Smith,B/Greenstein,L+1 St. pensions-proh. cert. investments REF SSG
S2129 Cruz-Perez,N Energy asst. prog-auth grants REF SEG
S2130 Cruz-Perez,N Env. responsible bus. equip.-tax cred. REF SEN
S2131 Cruz-Perez,N Child care at higher ed. instlt-concerns REF SHI
S2132 Cruz-Perez,N Off of Women's Research & Policy-creates REF SHH
S2133 Cruz-Perez,N Fertility Preservation-health benef. REF SCM
S2134 Beach,J Cord blood banking svcvs.-tax deduct. REF SHH
S2135 Beach,J Co. coll. attendance-estab. tax credit REF SHI
S2136 Beach,J Substance use disorders-estab study comm REF SHH
S2137 Sweeney,S Workplace Democracy Enhancement Act REF SLA
S2138 Beach,J Playground-co design/construct inclusive REF SPU
S2139 Beach,J Plenary winery lic.-concerns REF SEN
S2140 Bucco,A.R./Perez,N Prescribed Burn Act REF SEN
S2141 Gordon,R/Gopal,V Maintenance of Cert., physicians-concerns REF SHH
S2142 Gordon,R Tenant cash pymt.-landlord prov. receipt REF SPU
S2143 Diegnan,P Vet. housing-grant tax cred. to devel. REF SMV
S2144 Scutari,N/Gopal,V Insur. Fair Conduct Act REF SCM
S2145 Sutari,N/Sweeney,S Worker's comp. awards-concern atty. fees REF SJJ
S2146 Gopal,V Loan Repayment prog-Estab REF SHH
S2147 Vitale,J Cigar bars and lounges-concerns REF SHH
S2148 Vitale,J Cigar bars and lounges-concerns REF SHH
S2149 Gordon,R Autonomous veh-proh use on St. roadways REF STR
S2150 Turner,S Sex off release-aftercare treatment req. REF SLP
S2151 Turner,S Sr prop tax bill-converts freeze to cred REF SCU
S2152 Greenstein,L/Cruz-Perez,N Law enforcement off.-random drug testing REF SLP
S2153 Van Drew,J Vet., homeless shelters-estab grant prog REF SMV
S2154 Van Drew,J Consumer reviews-make public REF SCM
S2155 Van Drew,J A.J. Meerwald-restore, maintenance,$500K REF SSG
S2156 Van Drew,J Correction off-reinstate sick leave prog REF SSG
S2157 Van Drew,J Animal cruelty-revise provisions REF SEG
S2158 Van Drew,J Animal fighting laws-revises REF SEG
S2159 Van Drew,J Animal cruelty offenses/penal.-revise REF SEG
S2160 Van Drew,J Agric-related events on farmland-permits REF SEG
S2161 Van Drew,J St. Dredging Task Force-creates REF SEN
S2162 Van Drew,J Farmer-devel. beginner mentor prog. REF SEG
S2163 Van Drew,J New Farmers Improvement Grant Prog-estab REF SEG
S2164 Van Drew,J Humane societies-concerns mun. contract REF SEG
S2165 Van Drew,J Animal cruelty, abuse-revise offenses REF SEG
S2166 Van Drew,J Rt. 47 congestion-study to alleviate REF STR
S2167 Pennacchio,J/Pou,N Vessel regs.-donate, Greenwood Lake Fd REF SEN
S2168 Weinberg,L/Alco bev-sell in resid. redevel areas REF SLP
S2169 Weinberg,L/Pou,N Non-driv photo id apply through co clerk REF STR
S2170 Weinberg,L Leg. influence-place restrictions REF SSG
S2171 Weinberg,L Sick leave, earned-concerns REF SLA
S2172 Weinberg,L Religious freedom statute-proh St travel REF SSG
S2173 Weinberg,L/Vitale,J Student immunizations-clarify exemp. REF SHH
S2174 Oroho,S/Bucco,A.R. Full Disclosure Ultrasound Act REF SHH
S2175 Oroho,S Sex offenders-registration req. REF SLP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S2247 Sweeney, S Hosp., cert.-concerns charitable assets  REF SBA
S2252 Smith, B/Greenstein, L Plug-in electric veh. charging sys-estab  REF SEN
SCR105 Turner, S Trade agreement-Leg consent, St approval  REF SLA
SCR106 Turner, S Sr. & disab. prop. tax deduct.-incr elig  REF SCU
SJR61 Turner, S Sickle Cell Awareness Mo.-design. Sept.  REF SHH
SR62 Turner, S Section 8 housing vouchers-incr fds.  REF SCU
SR63 Turner, S Eyeglasses/hearing aids-medicare cover  REF SHH
SR64 Klein, T+1 Natl. Endowment for the Arts-support  REF SSG
SR65 Oroho, S/Madden, F+1 Police-condemns viol. against officers  REF SLP
SR66 Sarlo, P Mortgage escrow pre pymts-urges  REF SBA

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A839 Aca/Sca (2R) Land, R/Andrzejczak, B+12 Offshore drilling for oil-concerns  REF/SCA
S104 Sca (1R) Weinberg, L/Sweeney, S+10 Women-concerns equal pay  REF/SCA
S121 Sca (1R) Weinberg, L/Gill, N Discrim. claims conceals-bars certain  REF/SCA
S129/1025 Sca (SCS) Corrado, K/Turner, S+8 Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.  REF
S250 Sca/Sca (2R) Van Drew, J Airports, cert.-prov. tax cred. elig.  REF/SCA
S258 Sca (1R) Van Drew, J/Singleton, T+3 Offshore drilling for oil-concerns  REF/SCA
S345 Cruz-Perez, N/Sweeney, S+10 Minorities, women-constr. training  REF
S347 Cruz-Perez, N/Sweeney, S+10 Minorities, women-constr. training  REF
S376 Madden, F Police, FF surviving spouse-tuition benef  REF
S393/973 Sca/Sca (SCS) Madden, F Talent Network Prog.-estab.  REF/SCS
S483 Vitale, J/Madden, F Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer  REF
S484 Vitale, J Newborn Screening prog.-revises  REF
S499 Vitale, J/Madden, F Medicaid, NJ Family care-improved sys  REF
S534 Oroho, S/Sarlo, P+1 Litter-generating products-definition  REF
S545 Gill, N/Turner, S+2 Emp discrimination-proh use, cred report  REF
S559 Sca/Sca (SCS) Gill, N/Weinberg, L+6 Worker's wages-concerns emp. inquires  REF/SCS
S606 Smith, B/Greenstein, L Electric veh. charging infra.-plan  REF
S761 Sca (1R) Cunningham, S+5 earn your way out act-estab.  REF
S785 Sarlo, P+3 Correction officers-req. police training  REF
S839 Turner, S/Vitale, J+6 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually  REF
S966 Sca (1R) Sweeney, S/Vitale, J+1 Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig.  REF/SCA
S937 Singleton, T Emp misclassification-estab. commission  REF
S1146 Sca (1R) Codey, R/Rice, N Dementia-incl. notation on med. records  REF/SCA
S1241 Sca (1R) Turner, S/Greenstein, L Boil water notice-req via phone or email  REF/SCA
S1242 Sca (1R) Turner, S/Greenstein, L Boil water notice-req w/in one hour  REF/SCA
S1496 Smith, B/Greenstein, L Mercury relays, switches-prohibits cert.  REF
S1570 Sca (1R) Weinberg, L/Cody, R Bus, owned by cert. persons-assist. prog  REF/SCA
S1761 Weinberg, L Address Confidentiality Prog-estab.  REF
S1876 Ruiz, M/Cordaro, K+1 Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat  REF
S1877 Sca/Sca (2R) Vitale, J/Singleton, T Health Insur Market Preservation Act  REF
S1878 Sca/Sca (2R) Vitale, J/Singleton, T Health Insur Premium Security Act-estab.  REF
S1894 Sca (1R) Ruiz, M/Turner, S+1 Breakfast after the bell prog.-req.  REF
S1897 Sca (1R) Ruiz, M/Turner, S+1 Summer meal prog.-expands  REF
S1965 Sweeney, S Emergency assst.-allows cert. addt.  REF
S1975 Sca/Sca (SCS) Smith, B/Greenstein, L Electric veh. concerns  REF/SCS
S2137 Sca (1R) Sweeney, S merges Sigmoid colostomy into medical-assist. prog  REF
SCR29 Pennacchio, J Huntington's Disease Parity Act  REF/SCA

Bills Combined:

S973 Singleton, T Talent Network Prog.-estab. in DOLWD  COMB/W S939 (SCS)

Bills Referred/SBA:

S104 Sca (1R) Weinberg, L/Sweeney, S+10 Women-concerns equal pay  REF/SCA
S393/973 Sca/Sca (SCS) Madden, F Talent Network Prog.-estab.  REF/SCA
S484 Vitale, J Newborn Screening prog.-revises  REF
S499 Vitale, J/Madden, F Medicaid, NJ Family care-improved sys  REF
S839 Turner, S/Vitale, J+6 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually  REF
S966 Sca (1R) Sweeney, S/Vitale, J+1 Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig.  REF/SCA
S937 Singleton, T Emp misclassification-estab. commission  REF
S1146 Sca (1R) codey, R Rice, N Dementia-incl. notation on med. records  REF/SCA
S1241 Sca (1R) Turner, S/Greenstein, L Boil water notice-req via phone or email  REF/SCA
S1242 Sca (1R) Turner, S/Greenstein, L Boil water notice-req w/in one hour  REF/SCA
Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S136    Corrado,K/Sweeney,S    Students w/disab.-estab. restraint req.    FROM SJU

Co-Sponsors Added:

S104 Sca (1R)   (Madden,F)   Women-concerns equal pay
S122   (Sarlo,P)   Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S528   (Corrado,K)   Jobs Prot. Act-req. verification of emp.
S678   (Turner,S)   Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
S1131   (Doherty,M; Stack,B; Van Drew,J)   Brain Injury Fd-dedicate, community svcs
S1876   (Singleton,T)   Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat
S1894 Sca (1R)   (Cunningham,S)   Breakfast after the bell prog.-req.
S1897 Sca (1R)   (Cunningham,S)   Summer meal prog.-expands
S2003   (Corrado,K)   Sch crossing guard, injuring-increm penal
S2112   (Bateman,C; Codey,R; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Oroho,S)   Shellfish, commercial-allows cultivation
S2128   (Bateman,C)   St. pensions-proh. cert. investments
SR64   (Corrado,K)   Natl. Endowment for the Arts-support
SR65   (Corrado,K)   Police-condemns viol. against officers

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S121 Sca (1R)   (Gill,N)   Discrim. claims conceals-bars certain
S499   (Madden,F)   Medicaid, NJ Family care-improved sys
S1007   (Codey,R)   Life insur-proh cert discrimination
S1570 Sca (1R)   (Gill,N)   Bus, owned by cert. persons-assist. prog
S1687   (Cruz-Perez,N)   Music Therapist Lic. Act
S1955   (Beach,J)   Jake Honig's Law-dispense med. marijuana
S1976   (Turner,S)   Pensions-proh St, investing in firearms
S2055   (Cuozzo,B)   Incarcerated person-student finan. Aid
S2092   (Corrado,K)   Distributing explicit images-concerns

The Senate President has made the following re-appointments:

*Effective March 5, 2018

Joint Legislative Committee on Ethical Standards:

John E. Wallace, Jr. of Woodbury.
Daniel P. Mecca, Jr. of Paramus.

The Senate adjourned at 6:10 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, March 8, 2018 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “3” and “4” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A3429   Rumpf,B/Gove,D    Real estate lic. renewal-proh. cert.    REF ARP
A3430   Murphy,C/DeAngelo,W   Mortgage Assist. Pilot Prog.-estab.    REF AHO
A3431   Handlin,A   Transp. Trust Fund Auth.-certain req.    REF ATR
A3432   Handlin,A   Pub. util. rate incr.-concerns    REF ATU
A3434   Handlin,A   Real Prop Assess Demo Prog-participation    REF ASL
A3435   Johnson,G   Gas pub. util. bill cred.-estab.    REF ATU
A3436   Pintor Marin,E/DeAngelo,W   Sch shared svcs arrangements-impliment    REF AED
A3437   Gusciora,R/Eustace,T   Marijuana, med.-expands qual. conditions    REF AHE
A3438   Karabinchak,R   Tax amnesty, 45 day period-estab    REF ABU
A3439   Dancer,R   Winery cap. expend.-estab. loan prog.    REF AAN
A3440   Schaefer,G   Religious alt arrangement, higher ed-req    REF AHI
A3441   Schaefer,G   GPS navigation devices-concerns    REF ATR
A3442   Webber,J/Peterson,E   Asset forfeiture reporting-estab.    REF ALP
A3443   Schaefer,G   Barber lic., out of St-concerns lic.    REF ARP
A3444   DeAngelo,W   Mun bldg permit fees-exempt sr homeowners    REF AHO
A3445   DeAngelo,W   Special ed. svcs.-concerns elig.    REF AED
A3446   DeAngelo,W   Sch. fac. proj.-use explicit model    REF AED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3447 DeAngelo,W Vet. sch. prog. -DOE develop REF AMV
A3448 DeAngelo,W Career and Tech. Ed Scholar Awards -estab REF AED
A3450 DeAngelo,W/Mukherji,R Innovation Inspec. Sch. Grad. Prog. REF AST
A3451 DeAngelo,W Sch security-excl. sch. dist expenditure REF AED
A3452 Kean,S/Clifton,R Wall Twp. -concerns surplus prop transfer REF ASL
A3453 Kean,S/Thomson,E Affordable rental housing-income verif. REF AHO
A3454 Kean,S/Thomson,E Affordable housing application-adopt reg REF AHO
A3455 Kean,S Natl. Guard, NGB-22-form-elig. for benf. REF AMV
A3456 Sumter,S/Tucker,C Persons, indicted-removes voting proh. REF ASL
A3457 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Serological testing-expands scope REF ALP
A3458 McGuckin,G/Wolfe,D DWI-install ignition interlock device REF ALP
A3459 McKeon,J Energy storage- concerns REF ATU
A3460 McKeon,J Wind energy, offshore-concerns REF ATU
A3461 Zwicker,A Candidate elective pub of-official address REF ASL
A3462 Zwickler,A Bus, pol contrib-concerns govt contracts REF ASL
A3463 Murphy,C/Downey,J Voter-dist election bd report every 2hrs REF ASL
A3464 Space,P Local board of health-permits cert. mun. REF ASL
A3465 Murphy,C/Mosquera,G Parental rights-concerns termination REF AJU
A3466 Schaefer,G/Jasey,M Counselors, sch.-concerns REF AED
A3467 Schaefer,G/Quigiano,A+1 Student finan assist prog-concerns REF AHI
A3468 Wimberly,B/Holley,J Marijuana-decim. possession 10g or less REF AED
A3469 Vainieri,Huttle,V/Mukherji,R September 11-sch. dist. include info REF AED
A3470 Vainieri,Huttle,V St House grounds-create gallery space REF ASL
A3471 Vainieri,Huttle,V Student athletes head injury-req regis REF AED
A3472 Jones,P Sexual assault higher ed-post on website REF AHI
A3473 Vainieri,Huttle,V Affordable Housing Trust Fd.-co. support REF AHO
A3474 Vainieri,Huttle,V Minor-concerns protective order REF AJU
A3475 Vainieri,Huttle,V Victim of sexual assault-concerns rights REF ALP
A3476 Vainieri,Huttle,V Devel. disab.-bill of rights for family REF AHI
A3477 Vainieri,Huttle,V Juv's right to representation-clarify REF ALP
A3478 Vainieri,Huttle,V Parking garages-emerg. veh. accessible REF AHE
A3479 Vainieri,Huttle,V Child porn-found on computer REF AHI
A3480 Vainieri,Huttle,V St. songs-desig. four REF ASL
A3481 Vainieri,Huttle,V Trespass offense-concerns expungement REF AHO
A3482 Vainieri,Huttle,V Jury duty- exemp. nursing mothers REF AWC
A3483 Vainieri,Huttle,V Domestic viol.-include restraining order REF AWC
A3484 Vainieri,Huttle,V Devel. disabled-concerns transition REF AHI
A3485 Vainieri,Huttle,V Domestic viol-concerns restraining order REF AWC
A3486 Vainieri,Huttle,V Cong. vacancies-estab. new procedure REF ASL
A3487 Vainieri,Huttle,V Devel. resid ctrs-concerns transitioning REF AHO
A3488 Vainieri,Huttle,V Domestic viol. statutes-expands REF AWC
A3489 Vainieri,Huttle,V Devel. disab. person-change case manager REF AHO
A3490 Vainieri,Huttle,V Vendor contract viol.-impose penal. REF ASL
A3491 Land,R/Andrzezejczak,B Aftersch. care-permits grandparents REF AED
A3492 Land,R/Andrzezejczak,B Vet.-auth. sch. dist. hiring preference REF AMV
A3493 Burzichelli,J/Mukherji,R Liquor lic-creates new and addl licenses REF AOF
A3494 Handlin,A Trans planning, funding-reduce cert cost REF ATR
A3495 Kennedy,J Chlorpyrifos insecticide-proh. use REF AAN
A3496 McKeon,J Renewable energy; req cert by 2025 REF AEN
A3497 McKeon,J Water Qual. Acct. Act-revises asset mgmt req REF AEN
A3498 McKeon,J/Casey,M+3 Charitable fds.-mun., co, sch dist estab REF ASL
A3500 DeAngelo,W Water, wastewater sys.-study course req. REF AEN
A3501 Lampitt,P Natl Sch Lunch Prog-online applications REF AED
A3502 Lampitt,P/Wimberly,B+2 Sch. lunch, student denied-report req. REF AED
A3503 Lampitt,P/Jones,P+1 Sch Lunch, Breakfast Prog-submit report REF AED
A3504 Lampitt,P/Pintor Marin,E+1 Summer meal prog.-expands REF AED
A3505 Lampitt,P/Howarth,J Pub. emp.-concerns cert. intentions REF AHI
A3506 Lampitt,P/Sumter,S+1 Breakfast after the bell prog.- req. REF AED
A3507 Lampitt,P Sch. constr. pub.-priv agreements-allows REF AED
A3508 Lampitt,P Pub emp-limits use, suppl comp for leave REF ASL
A3509 Lampitt,P Unused sick leave-proh. cert. pymnts. REF ASL
A3510 Lampitt,P/Sumter,S Patient-Centered Med. Home Act-estab. REF AHE
A3511 Lampitt,P Community Health Worker Prog.-estab. REF AHE
A3512 Lampitt,P/Howarth,J Higher ed.-cert. parental notification REF AHI
A3513 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G Women in Higher Ed. Council-estab. REF AWC
A3514 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G+1 Caregiver Task Force-estabishes REF AHE
A3515 Lampitt,P Sex off. residence-mun. reg. REF AJU
A3516 Burzichelli,J Fire police off.-estab special lic plate REF ATR
A3517 Gusciora,R Pipelines, cert-excl permit applications REF ATU
A3518 DeAngelo,W Probationary lic. holder-passengers REF ATR
Bills Introduced: (con’t)

A3519 Benson, D Restorative Justice, Ed Pilot Prog-estab REF AED
A3520 Schaefer, G Crim. firearms recovery clearing house REF ALP
A3521 Lagana, J/Downey, J Nonpub sch emp-mandatory crim hist check REF AED
A3522 Vainieri Huttle, V Internet software-concerns St. contracts REF ASL
A3523 Lampitt, P Summer meal prog. sch fac-notify student REF AED
A3524 Murphy, C/Dancer, R Lisa’s Law-monitor violent offenders REF AJU
A3525 Quijano, A Prescr. Drug Consumer Transparency Act REF AFI
A3526 Quijano, A Drones-mun. proh. operation REF AHS
A3527 Quijano, A Food labels-req containing cert material REF AAN
A3528 Quijano, A Families At Risk Foreclosure Assist Prog REF AHO
A3529 Quijano, A/DeAngelo, W Vol FF, first aid squad-prov. tax deduct REF ALP
A3530 Wolfe, D Voc sch, priv-notice req before closing REF AED
A3531 Wolfe, D Tenure charges-filed, bullying students REF AED
A3532 Quijano, A Emerg. veh.-concerns REF ALP
A3533 Quijano, A Toll viol pymts, cashless toll exit-proh REF ATR
A3534 Wirths, H Labor org.-concerns paid/unpaid leave REF ASL
A3535 Quijano, A Emp, marijuana use-no adverse action REF AKA
A3536 Quijano, A Emerging Tech. Urban Grant Prog. $20M REF AST
A3537 Quijano, A Water safety instruction-pub. sch. req. REF AED
A3538 Quijano, A Drug allergies-allow driv. lic. notation REF ATR
A3539 Quijano, A Black box warnings-post on website REF AHE
A3540 Downey, J/Houghtaling, E Sch. Funding Commission-estab. in DOE REF AED
A3541 Quijano, A Breach of security-revise disclosure req. REF ACO
A3542 Quijano, A Cybersecurity awareness training-St. emp REF ACO
A3543 Schaefer, G Electronic Plan Review Sys.-estab. REF AHO
A3544 Mukherji, R/McKeon, J Credit unions, cert-exempt from sales tax REF AFI
A3545 Mukherji, R/DeAngelo, W Electric pub util flood mitigation plans REF ATU
A3546 Mukherji, R/Chaparro, A Adv. cyberinfrastructure strategic plan REF AST
A3547 Mukherji, R Renewable energy generation sys-concerns REF ATO
A3548 Mukherji, R/Chaparro, A Homeless shelter-estab St-wide database REF AHO
A3549 Pintor Marin, E/Mukherji, R+3 UEZ desig.-extend for addl. 10 yrs. REF ACE
A3550 Mukherji, R/Vainieri Huttle, V Health care prof-concerns sexual assault REF AJU
A3551 Pintor Marin, E/Mukherji, R+1 UEZ prog.-UEZ auth. access, issue report REF ACE
ACR154 Kean, S Prop. tax-freeze, homeowner 65 yr/older REF ASL
ACR155 Vainieri Huttle, V/Calabrese, C Hagedorn Gero-Psych. Hosp.-reopen REF AHE
ACR156 Lampitt, P/Burzichelli, J Pet shops-sell shelter animals REF AAN
AJR587 Mukherji, R/Mosquera, G Alice Paul Day-desig. January 11 REF AWC
AJR88 Lampitt, P/Vainieri Huttle, V Equal Rights Amendment-Con. pass REF AWC
AJR89 Bucco, A.M.+2 Gov Cup Hydrofest Series-desig. REF AAN
AJR90 DiMaso, S/Vainieri Huttle, V+2 Women in Pub Office Day-desig March 19th REF AWC
AJR91 Auth, R/Mukherji, R+18 Beirut Barracks Bombing Day REF AMV
AJR92 Quijano, A Learning Disab. Awareness Mo-desig. Oct. REF AED
AR131 Danielsen, J/DeAngelo, W Net neutrality-Pres. restore principle REF AST
AR132 DeAngelo, W Addtl. bridge agreement-estab. REF AHI
AR133 DeAngelo, W Aerospace prog.- urge sch. dist. adopt REF AST
AR134 Vainieri Huttle, V Finan. literacy-undergrad. req. course REF AHI
AR135 Vainieri Huttle, V Backpacks, heavy-take proactive measures REF AED
AR136 Vainieri Huttle, V Trump-oppose transgender from mil. svc. REF AMV
AR137 Lampitt, P/Vainieri Huttle, V Birth control, health ins.-concerns REF AWC
AR138 Murphy, C Rancocas Creek, desig Natl Water Trail REF AAN
AR139 Auth, R/Andrzejczak, B+9 Mil personnel-permitted to carry firearm REF AMV

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A360 Chiaramonti, N/Danielsen, J Consumer reporting agencies-concerns REF AEE
A448 Aca (1R) Schaefer, G/Mosquera, G+7 Homeless prev. prog-available on website REF ACA
A579 Moriarty, P/Jimenez, A+6 MV. used-dealer notify buyer of recalls REF AEE
A880/2747 Acs (ACS) Munoz, N/Danielsen, J+2 Continuing care community-entrance fees REF ACS
A1026 Johnson, G/Wimerly, B Bus. cert.-proh. cert. disqual. REF AEE
A1181 Aca (1R) Jones, P/Mosquera, G+4 Mental health prof warning-seize firearm REF AHC
A1366 Kennedy, J/Holley, J Crane or claw machine-reg. games REF AEE
A1369 Kennedy, J/DeAngelo, W+7 Svc. contracts, cert-allows cancellation REF AEE
A1371 Kennedy, J/Johnson, G+1 Electric veh. charging infra.-plan REF AEE
A1596 Conaway, H/McKnight, A+2 Hepatitis C auth lab, perform rapid test REF AEE
A2178 Aca (1R) Schaefer, G Raffles at large sporting venues-conduct REF ACA
A2757 Aca (1R) Greenwald, L/Holley, J+2 Priv. gun sales-reg background check REF ACA
A2758 Greenwald, L/Holley, J+1 Handgun, need to carry-codifies reg. REF AEE
A2850 Acs (ACS) McKee, J/Burzichelli, J Energy efficiency prog.-estab. REF ACS
A2970 Johnson, G St-owned Hist. Sites Comm.-estab. REF AEE
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A3119    Tucker,C/Timberlake,B    Resid. mortgage foreclosure-concerns    REP
A3122    Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J    Joint insur. fd.-allows cert.    REP/ACA
A3131    Aca (1R)    Eustace,T+1    Tenant cash pymt.-landlord prov. receipt    REP/ACA
A3292    Armato,J/Mazzio,V+3    Opioid med. warning sticker-req.    REP
A3309    Vainieri Huttle,V/Mazzio,V    St. council on the Arts-concerns memb.    REP
A3467    Schaer,G/Quijano,A+1    Student finan assist prog-concerns    REP
AR43    Acs (ACS)    Wimberly,B/Barclay,A    Land-Grant Opportunity Act-Presid enact    REP/ACS
AR110    Armato,J/Mazzio,V    Naloxone-req. police be equipped    REP

Bills Combined:

A2747    Houghtaling,E/Downey,J    Continuing care communities-concerns    COMB/W

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A1217    Acs (ACS)    McKeon,J/Greenwald,L+1    Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.    REP/ACS REF AAP
A1600    Conaway,H+1    Hepatitis C test-store for confirmation    REP AAP
A2169    Aca (1R)    Mazzio,V/Armato,J    Controlled dangerous sustance-crim. cert.    REP/ACA REF AAP
A2441    Benson,D/Johnson,G+4    Main Street Economic Growth Prog.    REP AAP
A2759    Aca (1R)    Greenwald,L/Murphy,C+2    Ammunition, penetrate body armor-proh.    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3251    Taliaferro,A    All-terrain veh.-concerns crimes    REP AAP
A3514    Aca (1R)    Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G+1    Caregiver Task Force-establishes    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3549    Pintor Marin,E/Mukherji,R+3    UEZ desig.-extend for addl. 10 yrs.    REP REF AAP
A3551    Pintor Marin,E/Mukherji,R+1    UEZ prog.-UEZ auth. access, issue report    REP REF AAP

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S879    Sweeney,S    Hazard waste fac., major-amends definition
S883    Sca (1R)    Sacco,N/Stack,B    Humane St. lic. plate-auth.

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S77    Bucco,A.R./Cruz-Perez,N+1    NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib.    REF ATU
S332    Cruz-Perez,N+1    All-terrain veh.-concerns crimes    REF ALP
S478    Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+5    Gender change-revise birth cert. proc.    REF AHU
S493    Sa (1R)    Vitale,J/Gill,N+2    Death certificates-incl. gender id    REF AHU
S672    Ruiz,M/Sarlo,P+2    Superintendent of sch.-reg. max. salary    REF AED
S705    Ruiz,M/Vitale,J+1    Transgender Equality Task Force-establish.    REF AHU
S765    Cunningham,S/Kean,T+3    Coll loan, defaulted-collection practice    REF AHI
S777    Cunningham,S/Ruiz,M+2    Higher Ed. Student Assist. Auth. Review    REF AHI
S844    Turner,S/Cruz-Perez,N+2    TDI-establish, partial return to work prog.    REF ALA
S846    ScaScs (SCS)    Turner,S/Cruz-Perez,N+4    UEZ desig.-extend for adddl. 10 yrs.    REF ACE
S847    ScaSa (2R)    Turner,S/Diegnan,P+2    Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess relief    REF AED
S863    Sarlo,P/Singleton,T    Job training purposes-exempt income tax    REF ALA
S878    Mazzio,F/Sweeney,S+2    Income tax agreement reciprocal-concerns    REF ABU
S1057    Sca (1R)    Van Drew,J/Gopal,V+3    Vineyard capital expense-establish loan prog    REF ACE
S1148    Cunningham,S/Brown,C+2    Coll Loans, Assist St Students Loan Prog    REF AHI
S1149    Cunningham,S/Brown,C+3    Student Loan Ombuds-establish, reg. loan svc    REF AHI
S1207    Sweeney,S/Oroho,S+1    SPRS health benf.-St. pay full cost    REF ASL
S1208    Sca (1R)    Beach,J/Oroho,S+3    Pension fds.-proh. cert. investments    REF AEN
S1893    Sarlo,P/Sweeney,S+1    St prop taxes-concerns income tax deduct    REF ASL
SCR55    Beach,J/Cruz-Perez,N+1    Census Bureau-oppose cert. questions    REF ASL
SJR23    Bucco,A,R/Singleton,T    Rare Disease Awareness Day-Feb, last day    REF AHE

Bills Transferred:

A1181    Aca (1R)    Jones,P/Mosquera,G+4    Mental health prof warning-seize firearm    FROM ALP TO AJU
A1217    Acs (ACS)    McKeon,J/Greenwald,L+1    Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.    FROM ALP TO AJU

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A304    Webber,J/Pinkin,N    Corp. directors actions-concerns    FROM ACE
A2208    Webber,J    Digital assets-executor auth. to access    FROM AJU
Co-Sponsors Added:

A217  (Eustace,T)  Child-concerns cert. offenses w/a weapon
A274  (Wirths,H)  St. aid to mun.-concerns
A275  (Wirths,H)  Tax abatement agreements-mun file copies
A279  (Wirths,H)  Transparency in Govt. Act-estab. website
A281  (Wirths,H)  Bond act pub. question-req. fiscal info.
A283  (Wirths,H)  Healthcare Choice Act
A284  (Wirths,H)  Med. malpractice-caps nonecon. damages
A285  (Wirths,H)  Income tax-exclude cert. overtime pay
A286  (Wirths,H)  Prenatally Diagnosed Condition Awareness
A290  (Wirths,H)  Home-Based Jobs Creation Act
A301  (Wirths,H)  Home-sch students-sch-sponsored activity
A303  (Wirths,H)  Consumer Fraud Act-revises
A305  (Wirths,H)  Sch. dist. capital proj-ballet question
A502  (Wirths,H)  Raw milk permit prog.-estab.
A505  (Wirths,H)  BB guns-clarify not firearms
A509  (Wirths,H)  Right to Farm Act-recover atty. fees
A513  (Wirths,H)  Disbursement svc. org., cert.-concerns
A515  (Wirths,H)  St. Police-revise distrib. of fines
A521  (Wirths,H)  Disab. vets.-exempt. cert. St. park fees
A525  (Wirths,H)  Commercial corridors, Highlands-devel.
A527  (Wirths,H)  Sr. cit-prov. discounted hunting lic fee
A541  (Murphy,C)  Coll loan, defaulted-collection practice
A672  (Caputo,R)  High sch grad. proficiency test-concerns
A684  (Wirths,H)  Inheritance tax-eliminates
A691  (DePhillips,C)  Vet., cert. conflicts-prov. cert. benf.
A698  (Wirths,H)  Armed Forces, Natl. Guard-returning memb
A705  (Wirths,H)  Servicemembers' Civil Relief Act-creates
A771  (Benson,D)  Sch. security alarms-link to police
A790  (Bucco,A.M.)  Combat to College Act
A801  (Land,R)  Cottage food prod-estab. permits, req.
A854  (Dancer,R)  Consumer Access to Health Care Act
A878  (Thomson,E)  Human Trafficking Child Exploit Prev Act
A885  (Wirths,H)  Electric util. bill-separately list tax
A886  (Wirths,H)  Infrastructure proj., critical-45 days
A890  (Wirths,H)  High-risk pregnancy, cert-req. screening
A898  (Wirths,H)  Bail-proh. installment pymts
A910  (Wirths,H)  Hunters outer garments-concerns
A911  (Wirths,H)  Ret law enforcement off.-carry handgun
A940  (Wirths,H)  Workers comp.-excl. cert. illegal aliens
A949  (Wirths,H)  Illegal aliens-impose hiring sanctions
A954  (Wirths,H)  Hunting, fishing lic., free-cert mil svc
A968  (Wirths,H)  Drug dealing offenses-grade by units
A1060 (Wirths,H)  Transfer inheritance tax-phases out
A1066 (Wirths,H)  Open pub meetings-prov time, pub comment
A1070 (Wirths,H)  Support Our Vet.-auth. lic. plate
A1073 (Wirths,H)  Handgun-police prove applicant's disqual
A1080 (Wirths,H)  Firearm-concerns transp.
A1108 (Eustace,T)  Fireams Viol. Research Ctr-estab.
A1115 (Kennedy,J)  Women-concerns equal pay and opportunity
A1274 (Timberlake,B; Eustace,T)  Law enforcement off-estab. cert. benf.
A1299 (DeCroce,B)  Bldg./hwy. infrastructure proj.-concerns
A1329 (Zwicker,A)  Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
A1346 (Bucco,A.M.; Calabrese,C; Quijano,A; Bramnick,J; Timberlake,B)  Bus accelerator incubator network-grants
A1369 (Danielsen,J)  Svc. contracts, cert-allows cancellation
A1371 (Pinkin,N)  Electric veh. charging infra.-plan
A1386 (Wirths,H)  Handgun permit-revise procedures
A1469 (Pinkin,N)  Brain Injury Fd-dedicate, community svcs
A1470 (Giblin,T)  Nurse staffing standards-estab.
A1596 (Gusciora,R)  Hepatitis C-auth lab, perform rapid test
A1600 (Pinkin,N)  Hepatitis C test-store for confirmation
A1673 (Wirths,H)  Firearm locator application-estab. crime
A1675 Aca (1R) (Wirths,H)  Prescribed Burn Act
A1680 (Wirths,H)  Farm to Public Institution-estab prog.
A1691 (Wirths,H)  Bee nesting habitat-DEP desig. St. park
A1738 (Lampitt,P; Green,J)  Safe and Responsible Driv. Act
A1742 (Schaefer,G)  Domestic viol. offenses-clarify
A1747 (Schaefer,G)  Domestic Viol Victims Legal Asst Fd
A1824 (Dancer,R)  Caregiver's Assistance Act
A1827 (Eustace,T)  Sick leave, earned-concerns
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A1850 (Kennedy,J) Women-concerns equal pay
A1891 (Eustace,T) Handgun ammunition purchase-photo id req
A1892 (Eustace,T) Ammunition sales-report electronically
A1939 (Wirths,H) St. Auditor-expands duties
A1943 (Wirths,H) Mil. monument desecration-crime
A1949 (Wirths,H) Income tax rates-reduce by ten percent
A1952 (Wirths,H) Home invasion-creates first degree crime
A1956 (Wirths,H) St bus. income tax-study impact req.
A1967 (Wirths,H) Annual appropri-fine leg, failure to enact
A2177 (Calabrese,C) Crim. street gang recruitment-penal.
A2183 (Mukherji,R) Music Therapist Lic. Act
A2192 (Murphy,C) Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat
A2201 (Giblin,T; Rooney,K; DiMaio,J; Auth,R; Space,P) Baked goods sold at farm markets-concern
A2202 (Wirths,H) S corp. bus. tax-elim. $375 min.
A2217 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Firearm id cards-prioritizes application
A2229 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Law enforcement off, cert-carry firearms
A2393 (Mukherji,R) Mosquito spraying-req cert notification
A2422 (DeAngelo,W) Lead in drinking water-health fac. test
A2430 (Auth,R) Dental plan carriers-concerns forms
A2441 (Jones,P; DeAngelo,W) Main Street Economic Growth Prog.
A2451 (Mazzeo,V) Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A2519 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Slingshots-decrim manufacturepossession
A2537 (Webber,J) Police evi-excl arrests/citations quota
A2756 (Eustace,T) Handgun purchase, cert-estab prohibition
A2757 (Eustace,T) Priv. gun sales-req background check
A2758 (Caputo,R) Handgun, need to carry-codifies reg.
A2759 (Caputo,R; Eustace,T) Ammunition, penetrate body armor-proh.
A2760 (Caputo,R) Destructive device-revises definition
A2761 (Caputo,R; Eustace,T) Ammunition magazines-reduce to 10 rounds
A2903 (Benson,D) Wages, failure to-pay concerns law
A3045 (Pinkin,N) Hearing aids-cert. audiologists dispense
A3084 (Barclay,A) Income tax agreement reciprocal-concerns
A3131 (Speight,S) Tenant cash pymt.-landlord prov. receipt
A3246 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Handgun definition-incl antique firearms
A3282 (Pinkin,N) PANYNJ bridge-tolls not exceed operation
A3312 (Danielsen,J; Benson,D) Opioid med. warning sticker-req.
A3421 (DePhillips,C) St. prop tax pad-deduct from income tax
A3426 (Mazzeo,V; Amato,J) Sexual harassment training req-Leg.
A3431 (DePhillips,C) St. prop tax pad-deduct from income tax
A3471 (Eustace,T) Jake Honig's Law-dispense med. marijuana
A3487 (Mukherji,R) Student finan assist prog-concerns
A3499 (Johnson,G; Pintor Marin,E; Zwicker,A) Charitable fds.-mun., co, sch dist estab
A3503 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Sch Lunch, Breakfast Prog-submit report
A3504 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Summer meal prog.-expands
A3511 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Breakfast after the bell prog.-req.
A3514 (Gusciora,R) Caregiver Task Force-establishes
A3549 (Quijano,A; Karabinchak,R) UEZ desig.-extend for addl. 10 yrs.
A3551 (Karabinchak,R) UEZ prog.-UEZ auth. access, issue report
ACR24 (Wirths,H) Judicial review, arbitration ruling-elim
ACR48 (Wirths,H) Angioplasty proc., elective-Concerns
ACR73 (Thomson,E) Article V Convention-apply to Cong.
ACR102 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Leg.-concerns terms
ACR103 (Space,P) Minor child med procedures-notify parent
ACR120 (Space,P) Health care coverage-proh St/Fed law reg
AJR40 (Wirths,H) NJ Agric. Day-desig. first day of Spring
AJR63 (Tucker,C) Israel, State 70th anniversary-recognize
ARS4 (Greenwald,L) Carry reciprocity leg.-Cong. oppose
AR64 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Immigration reform-Presid./Cong. enforce
AR69 (Space,P; Wirths,H) Chesimard, Joanne-urge Cuba to extradite

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A135 (Quijano,A) Resid construction, light frame-concerns
A136 (Mukherji,R) Family leave-concerns
A321 (Murphy,C) Resid fac, cert-equip w/emerg generators
A360 (Danielsen,J) Consumer reporting agencies-concerns
A495 (Wirths,H) Full Disclosure Ultrasound Act
A496 (Wirths,H) General obligation bonds-issuance
A668 (Caputo,R) Assessment in school;allow exclusions
A1217 Aca (ACS) (Greenwald,L) Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.
A1569 (Murphy,C) Plant closings, mass layoffs-concerns
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A1749   (Chaparro,A) Tenants rent pymt.-concerns
A2130   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Brewery tours-advertise and promote
A2201   (Jones,P) Baked goods sold at farm markets-concern
A2335   (Webber,J) Endangering welfare of a child-concerns
A2400   (DeAngelo,W) Pub. util. infra. proj.-concerns
A2419   (Pintor Marin,E) Safe Transp. Job and Fair Emp. Rules Act
A2423   (DeAngelo,W) Boil water notice-req. w/in one hour
A2450   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Boil water notice-req via phone or email
A2451   (DeAngelo,W) Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A2457   (DeAngelo,W) Safe Transp. Job and Fair Emp. Rules Act
A2458   (DeAngelo,W) Boil water notice-req via phone or email
A2459   (DeAngelo,W) Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A2480   (Thomson,E) Good Samaritans-not req to pay ambulance
A2640   (Wirths,H) Sanctuary city-proh. creation
A2716   (Bennion,D) Renewable energy-concerns
A2756   (Holley,J) Handgun purch.-concerns
A2758   (Holley,J) Handgun, need to carry-codifies reg.
A2761   (Quijano,A) Ammunition magazines-reduce to 10 rounds
A2777   (Eustace,T) Medical marijuana, St.-revises req.
A2857   (Murphy,C) Notaries public-concerns
A2903   (Lampitt,P) Wages, failure to pay-concerns law
A2942   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp.
A2965   (Eustace,T) Firearms ammunition purch.-concerns
A2966   (DiMaio,J) Urban enterprise zone-concerns prop. tax
A3042   (Moriarty,P) Income tax agreement reciprocal-concerns
A3150   (Murphy,C) Medicaid Smart Card Pilot Prog.-estab.
A3184   (Murphy,C) Plant closings-suspend mortgage interest
A3189   (Murphy,C) St. hwy. sys.-add a new route
A3238   (Jasey,M) Thomas Alva Edison-desig. St. Inventor
A3245   (Webber,J) Breach of security, online acct-disclose
A3304   (Murphy,C) Svc. dog in taining-access pub. fac.
A3311   (Bucco,A.M.) MV insurance-include certain coverage
A3312   (Lagana,J) Sexual harassment training-req Leg.
A3352   (Bennion,D) Drinking water notices-req certain
A3353   (Bennion,D) Pub water sys-req publish certain info
A3354   (Bennion,D) Water supply operator-take exam
A3356   (Lopez,Y) Sch. breakfast prog.-expands
A3415   (Murphy,C) Fishing lic.-free, cert. ret. Natl Guard
A3417   (Murphy,C) Talent Network Prog.-estab.
A3424   (DeAngelo,W) Mail-in ballot application-polling place
ACR82   (Space,P) Death penalty-restore
ACR103   (DiMaio,J) Minor child med procedures-notify parent
ACR108   (DeAngelo,W) Caring for Mil. Kids w/Autism Act-enact
ACR137   (Murphy,C) Addiction Prev Treatment-Jt task force
AR121   (Murphy,C) Paris Climate Accord goals-Gov. support

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A3349   (Space,P) Parks, St.-concerns reimb costs of emerg

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A215   (Zwicker,A) Firearm viol.-Rutgers Univ. study
A296   (Wirths,H) Constr. permits-revise timeframe
A497   (Wirths,H) Benef-req proof of lawful US presence
A498   (Wirths,H) Highland Water Prot/Planning Act-concern
A1217   (Acs (ACS) (Jasey,M) Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.
A1329   (Calabrese,C) Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
A1682   (Wirths,H) Eco-Ag Tourism Council-estab.
A2118   (Thomson,E) Apartment registration-elim. duplication
A2132   (Murphy,C) Pub. contracts, Internet prov.-elig.
A2201   (Bucco,A.M.) Baked goods sold at farm markets-concern
A2423   (Pinkin,N) Boil water notice-req. w/in one hour
A2450   (Bennion,D) Boil water notice-req via phone or email
A2451   (Armato,J) Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.
A2480   (Thomson,E) Good Samaritans-not req to pay ambulance
A2640   (Wirths,H) Sanctuary city-proh. creation
A2757   (Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Priv. gun sales-req background check
A2758   (Moriarty,P) Handgun, need to carry-codifies reg.
A2759   (Aca (1R) (Quijano,A) Ammunition, penetrate body armor-proh.
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2760 (Holley, J) Destructive device-revises definition
A2903 (DeAngelo, W) Wages, failure to pay-concerns law
A3074 (Pinkin, N) Hearing aids-health insur prov coverage
A3084 (Jones, P) Income tax agreement reciprocal-concerns
A3129 (Schaer, G) Firearms, untraceable-concerns
A3183 (Murphy, C) Identity theft-concerns passports
A3212 (Webber, J) Pub. meetings-display flag/recite pledge
A3312 (Downey, J) Sexual harassment training-req Leg.
A3421 (Holley, J) Jake Honig's Law-dispense med. marijuana
A3424 (Murphy, C) Mail-in ballot application-polling place
A3436 (Mukherji, R) Sch shared svc's arrangements-implementation
A3442 (McKnight, A) Asset forfeiture reporting-estab.
A3465 (Lopez, Y) Parental rights-concerns termination
A3468 (Green, J) Marijuana-decrim. possession 10g or less
A3499 (Freiman, R) Charitable fds.-mun., co, sch dist estab
A3514 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle, V) Caregiver Task Force-establishes
A3540 (DeAngelo, W) Sch. Funding Commission-estab. in DOE
ACR23 (Wirths, H) Supreme Ct. Justice-concerns term
ACR89 (Wirths, H) Jt. leg. strategic planning committees
ACR103 (Wirths, H) Minor child med procedures-notify parent
ACR110 (DeAngelo, W) Vet. prop. tax deduction-incr. to $500
ACR155 (Peterson, E) Hagedorn Gero-Psych. Hosp.-reopen

Third Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A3349 (Johnson, G) Parks, St.-concerns reimb costs of emerg

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1181 Aca (1R) (Moriarty, P) Mental health prof warning-seize firearm

The Assembly Speaker has made the following Committee Assignments:

*Effective March 5, 2018

Assembly Consumer Affairs Committee:
Assemblywoman Verlina Reynolds-Jackson (15)

Assembly Higher Education Committee:
Assemblyman Clinton Calabrese (36), to replace Assemblywoman Angela V. McKnight (31)

Assembly Appropriations Committee:
Assemblywoman Eliana Pintor Marin (29), to replace Assemblyman John F. McKeon (27)

Assembly Commerce and Economic Development Committee:
Assemblyman Clinton Calabrese (36), to replace Assemblywoman Eliana Pintor Marin (29)

Assembly Housing and Community Development Committee:
Assemblywoman Mila M. Jasey (27)

Assembly Transportation and Independent Authorities Committee:
Assemblyman Nicholas A. Chiaravalloti (31)
The Assembly Speaker has made the following Committee Assignments: (cont’d)

*Effective March 5, 2018

**Assembly Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee:**
Assemblyman Clinton Calabrese (36)

**Assembly Budget Committee:**
Assemblyman John F. McKeon (27)

**Assembly Homeland Security and State Preparedness Committee:**
Assemblywoman Annette Chaparro (33), to replace Assemblyman R. Bruce Land (1)

**Assembly State and Local Government Committee:**
Assemblywoman Verlina Reynolds-Jackson (15)

The Assembly adjourned at 5:54 P.M. to meet again on Monday, March 12, 2018 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**
None

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (2/26/2018):**
None